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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

WHAT WILL IT TAKE?
Our High School is currently in discussions with a number of business leaders, parents, and educators around the Portrait of a
Graduate. In future months, these discussions will expand to include parents of elementary students. We are focusing on the
21st Century attributes that we can agree are the most essential for our students.
If we think back to the explorations and discoveries that have taken place over several hundred years, we can see that the need
for mastery of knowledge and skills such as critical thinking, communication, problem solving, and collaboration is not new;
we have expected this in education and our workplaces for many years.

What is new is the extent to which changes in our economy and the world require that success depends on having these skills.
Whether or not students are taught these skills is too often of matter of chance rather than the intentional design of the school
system. However, we cannot afford any system in which the intentional learning and mastery are by chance.
What will it take to ensure that the idea of 21st century skills or, more precisely, the effort to ensure that all students have
access to an education that intentionally helps them to learn these skills is successful? This effort requires three primary
components:
Better Curriculum: Educators and policymakers must ensure that the instructional program is complete and that content is
not shortchanged. The plan for acquiring 21st Century skills is to give students more experiences that will develop these skills,
for example, having them work in groups and learning together. But experience is not the same thing as practice. Practice
means that you try to improve by noticing what you are doing wrong and formulating strategies to do better. Practice requires
feedback, usually from a teacher who can continue to probe the students to extend their learning. If we believe that skills such
as collaboration and problem solving are essential, we must have discussions and efforts to study how these can be taught
effectively and not assume that students will automatically learn these.
Better Teaching: Greater emphasis on 21st Century skills also has implications for teacher training. 21st Century skills favor
student-centered methods that allow students to collaborate, work on authentic problems, and engage with the community.
However, data show that most instructional time is composed of seatwork and whole-class instruction led by the teacher. Even
teachers who believe that student-centered instruction is what we strive for also recognize that student collaboration creates a
very different classroom environment which may seem chaotic, but in reality, requires structured planning. Implementing new
methods demands that teachers be knowledgeable about a broad range of topics and are prepared to make in-the-moment
decisions to ensure continued learning. Anyone who has watched a highly effective teacher lead a class by simultaneously
engaging with content, classroom management, and the ongoing monitoring of student progress knows how intense and
demanding this work is.
We must understand that changing teaching practices requires ongoing professional development and teachers need robust
training and support. Unfortunately, there is widespread belief that teachers already know how to do this. This notion
underestimates the challenge of implementing student centered learning methods, and ignores the lack of capacity in the field
today. This process, along with additional teacher training, will require significant professional learning time. We waste a
valuable resource when we don't give teachers time to share their expertise and learn from each other.
Better Tests: There is little reason to invest in curriculum and the professional growth of educators without also investing in
assessments to evaluate what is or is not being accomplished in the classroom. Although higher-level skills like critical
thinking and analysis can be assessed with well-designed multiple-choice tests, a rich assessment system goes beyond
multiple-choice testing and includes measures that encourage greater creativity, shows how students arrived at answers, and
even allows for collaboration. These measures, however, cost more money than policymakers nationwide have traditionally
been willing to commit to assessment. Therefore, it falls to us, locally, to seek effective ways to assess these skills.
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MESSAGE FROM THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT

The Power of Information - Part II
The December newsletter included Part I of a several part series focused on data and its
use and provided a broad overview of the types of information that stakeholders should
consider when reviewing student/school performance. This time the intent is to provide a
closer look at State accountability tests; specifically, their purpose, the use of information
received and the impact test results have on instruction.
Standardized assessments have been a part of the educational framework in the United States since the 19th century. The
information gained from these assessments has evolved from being used to provide the basis for decision-making about
individual intelligence to being used more broadly to evaluate the quality of a school’s educational program. Most recently,
the Federal Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015 mandates standardized accountability testing as a means of ensuring
equity for all learners in all schools. In other words, the results from these tests must indicate the presence of high-quality
educational programming and show yearly growth in learning for all students. A brief description of the tests that have been
approved by the Federal government to comply with this legislation follow.
The Smarter Balanced Assessments for English/Language Arts (ELA) and math. (Taken by students in grades 3-8.) These
assessments include 30-40 questions that ask students to demonstrate grade-level content mastery of the Connecticut Core
Standards for each subject area. The test is computer-administered and is adaptive, meaning that it adjusts the level of
difficulty of the items presented to an individual student based on that student’s performance on prior items; making the
testing experience is unique to each student. Results are reported as “scaled scores” based on their performance on the
assessment. Specifically, the number of correct responses are converted to a scale that is consistent across years. After the test
has been completed by all students in Connecticut, stakeholders receive performance feedback reports that include scaled
score results, an indication of growth relative to the previous year and performance feedback in the major categories of the
content area. The test is untimed to allow equity of access to all students and to support thoughtful responses to each test item.
Additionally, test accommodations and modifications are required for students with special learning needs.
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) assessment. (Taken by students in grades 5, 8 and 11.) The NGSS assessment is
also computer-administered and consists of questions aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards (adopted by the
Connecticut Board of Education in November 2015). However, unlike the SBAC assessments, this test is not computer
adaptive. This year is the first year in which this test is being administered, so stakeholders will only receive scaled score
results since there is no prior data upon which measure growth. This test is also untimed and includes the same requirements
for modifications and accommodations for students with special needs as the Smarter Balanced test.
SAT School Day. (Taken by students in grade 11.) This test is a three-hour examination designed to determine college and
career readiness and is accepted at many colleges and universities in the United States. While the test has been historically
used as a college entry test, it became the Connecticut State accountability test in the 2015-16 school year. This decision
allows all grade 11 students to take the SAT without charge and allows the State to use the test results as one means of
evaluating how well schools are preparing students for college and careers. The test focuses on general knowledge questions
in the areas of math, ELA, social studies and science and is somewhat aligned to the CT Core Standards. The SAT is a paperand-pencil test and is not adaptive.
How does the State use accountability data? Since the spring of 2015, the CT Department of Education has produced a report
entitled The Next Generation Accountability System. This report, which can be accessed on the EdSight website, provides
school community stakeholders with a holistic view of student performance relative to twelve variables, including the
aforementioned tests, student attendance, student fitness, college readiness and the quality of arts programming. Test data is
presented for all students and shows the achievement for students with special needs as a separate group. Schools are given a
rating based on their performance relative to all of the previously noted performance variables, not just test scores.
(Continued on Page 4)
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Therefore, as we discuss the Portrait of a Graduate and the 21st Century Skills we want for each student, we also must
understand that it requires these three significant elements implemented in concert. Scholars in education believe there is a
need to call attention to the magnitude of the challenge and to show political leaders that without better curriculum, better
teaching, and better tests, the emphasis on 21st Century skills will be a superficial one that will sacrifice long-term gains for
the appearance of short-term progress.

The history of U.S. education reform should greatly concern everyone who wants schools to do a better job of teaching
students to think. Many reform efforts have been implemented with weak fidelity. The focus on 21st century skills could face
the same risk.
Making a change can frighten us or excite us and it always challenges us. In education, reform has been a persistent way of
life, but has only rarely resulted in change that lasts. Educators often adopt the attitude that “this too will pass.” We cannot let
the focus on 21st Century skills be a fad. This is a call to change and a call to learn how to make this happen.
Dr. Pam Vogel, Superintendent
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Highly rated schools may be classified as Schools of Distinction and those schools with low scores are must produce
turnaround plans, which must be approved by the CT State Department of Education, to improve student achievement.
How does Region One use the State Accountability Data? As mentioned in the December newsletter, these State standardized
assessments generate “big data” or information that can be used to evaluate curriculum and instruction based on the learning
that students exhibited when taking these assessments. Administrators and teachers are able to review student outcomes in the
various test categories and make adjustments to curriculum design, instructional practice and/or resources, and professional
development to improve student performance. The results of these assessments are not to be used to make any determination
about the specific learning needs of individual students, but may raise some questions that can be further explored by
reviewing other sources of data that provide more specific information.
While not the only measures of student achievement, these tests are often the sole indicator of student performance available
to taxpayers and school communities as public information. They have been designed to be closely aligned to the Connecticut
Core Standards (Smarter Balanced and NGSS) and expected post-secondary educational expectations. Schools that have
created high quality standards-aligned curriculum that is supported by excellent instruction in the classroom and assessment
practice that allows for a rich feedback dialogue between teachers and students take the State assessments in stride and have
no issues in demonstrating what they know and can do regardless of how they are assessed. Administrators and teachers in
Region One are working to continuously improve curriculum, instruction and assessment to ensure that our students are
mastering the learning required to prepare them for the next steps in their education and their lives.
This article is the second in a series. Subsequent articles will discuss each of the data sources and their use in greater detail.
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Ms. Lisa Carter, Assistant Superintendent

The Region One School Psychology Team

- Mr. Marsicano

Region One has a dynamic team of five school psychologists who service students from preschool through twelfth grade.
Fran Goodsell provides services to students at Salisbury Central School and Lee H. Kellogg School, Hal Tingley provides
services to students from Sharon Center School and Cornwall Consolidated School, Anne Dealy provides services to students
at Kent Center school and Cornwall Consolidated School, Karen Lindstrom provides services to students at North Canaan
Elementary School, and John Marsicano provides services to students at Housatonic Valley Regional High School.
The role of the school psychologist is to support struggling and diverse learners, to promote student achievement and wellbeing, to help create safe and supportive learning environments, to facilitate school–family–community partnerships, and to
aid schools in data-based decision making. School psychologists use their knowledge of biological, cultural, social,
emotional, behavioral and developmental processes in the design and deliverance of interventions targeting learning,
behavior, social-emotional functioning, mental health and development. Such interventions can be responsive (if the problem
already exists) or proactive (to prevent problems from developing in the first place), and are delivered through direct and
indirect means.
Direct services include counseling, social/emotional lessons or other interventions provided directly to individual students or
groups of students. Such interventions target one or more capacities of students’, such as the ability to tolerate frustration, to
regulate emotional arousal from stress or conflict, to build and maintain positive interpersonal relationships with teachers and
peers, to increase motivation and engagement and to regulate attention to task. Indirect services provided by school
psychologists include consulting with teachers, administrators, families, and other school-based or community-based mental
health professionals (e.g., school counselors, school social workers, outside therapists) to improve support strategies, to
improve school-wide practices and policies, and to collaborate with community providers to coordinate needed services. An
example of this type of service is when a school psychologist meets with a teacher individually or meets with a group of
teachers to discuss ways of structuring lessons so that a given student is better able to learn and benefit from it, or to discuss
ways of communicating with a student that are non-triggering of past trauma, or to discuss ways of structuring reinforcement
contingencies to bring maladaptive behaviors of a given student, or a classroom of students, under better teacher control.
Another way that school psychologists help to improve student academic achievement is by conducting psychoeducational
evaluations for Planning and Placement Teams (PPTs). These evaluations are often achieved by utilizing sophisticated
psychometric instruments that require a high degree of expertise for test interpretation. Results are formulated in written and
oral reports to the PPT members so that they may better understand individual students’ strengths, weaknesses and learning
needs. Through this process, school psychologists help PPTs determine a given student’s eligibility for an Individualized
Education Program (IEP) under the guidelines set forth by federal and state statute (Individuals with Disabilities Education
improvement Act). School psychologists may also conduct functional behavior assessments (FBAs) to help teams
understand the nature and function of individual students’ behavior.
School psychologists also deliver indirect services by routinely sitting on building-level or regional teams charged with
designing and implementing large-scale initiatives targeting climate and culture issues that impact student wellbeing,
emotional safety and academic and personal success. School psychologists help design ways of collecting and analyzing data
on risk and protective factors related to these student outcomes. As experts in collecting and interpreting student and
classroom data for data driven decision making, school psychologists are integral members of problem-solving teams such as
Child Study Teams, Student Assistance Teams and Scientific Research Based Intervention (SRBI) Teams. These teams are
charged with designing targeted early intervention strategies to use with struggling learners, monitoring the effectiveness of
these strategies, and guiding the process toward referral to special education in the event that students don’t respond well to
intervention.
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WINTER SPORTS

- Mr. Boucher
While the weather this winter may have been a little odd at times, it didn’t stop
Cornwall Consolidated School students and staff from successfully completing the
school’s annual five-week Winter Sports Program. The program consists of downhill
skiing or snowboarding at Mohawk Mountain Ski Area and an alternate program that
includes activities such as cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, curling, and ice skating.
Students in kindergarten through eighth grade are included in this curricular Physical
Education program and leave school by 12:30 every Friday for five weeks and travel by
bus to their designated activity areas. Skiers and snowboarders all participate in a onehour lesson with Mohawk snow sports instructors and some monitored “free ski” time.
This year, due to weather and timing, the alternate program utilized ice time at the
Hotchkiss School rink to hone their skating skills.

I’d like to thank all CCS staff who worked to make the Winter
Sports Program a success and a special thanks to Patty Rovezzi for
all of her efforts in keeping us organized. I also thank Hotchkiss
for providing rink time for our ice skaters. Finally, thanks to all the
fine people at Mohawk Mountain Ski Area for their efforts in
working with our students and for their flexibility in working with
CCS to provide a fun, safe, quality program for our school.

GRADE 3/4 SCIENCE IS FUN!

- Mrs. Stiewing

Third and fourth grade scientists have been busy investigating! Students
recently explored the question What makes objects move the way that they
do? They started out watching silent videos of a hovering plate, a blockeating blob, and a punted football then wrote their observations and
questions and discussed them with classmates. The young investigators then
re-watched the videos with sound and generated additional observations and
questions. Next the class planned experiments based on static - a term they
chose to focus on without teacher input. Small groups created experiments
using anything they could find: combs, cling wrap, balloons, sand,
aluminum, paper, water, and more. In the concluding discussion students
introduced and used several terms that indicated sophisticated thinking:
positive charge, negative charge, non-contact, and more.
This fed a process of converting observations into questions and devising experiments to pursue the questions:
magnet experiments were next. This sequence is an example of the Next Generation Science Standards in action.
Science instruction is different now and it is really fun! Students and teachers are engaging, exploring, explaining,
elaborating, and evaluating. In addition, CCS students are lucky to have Region One Science Coach Mrs. Kathy
West leading science enrichment units which recently included dissection of a sheep’s heart.
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THREE-ACT TASKS

- Miss Krueger

Class begins with a short video of a man stacking several Styrofoam cups in a
doorway and stops in the middle of him placing another on top. Students are
asked two simple questions: What do you notice? What do you wonder? This
is Act One of a Three-Act Task.
A Three-Act Task is a mathematical task that has three parts. To begin, an
engaging and perplexing video is shown in Act One; it hooks the students and
leaves them noticing and wondering. Next is a solution-seeking Act Two
which provides students with additional information needed to solve the
problem. Lastly, in Act Three, a third video is shown in which the task is
completed and the solution is revealed. With the Styrofoam cup task, students
wondered how many cups are needed to reach the top of the doorway?
In Act Two, students were provided with the height of the doorway
and the measurements of the Styrofoam cup. In Act Three, the
students finished the task by watching a video where the man stacked
Styrofoam cups, in fast forward, all the way to the top of the
doorway, revealing that 156 cups were needed to fill the doorway!
These tasks are low entry and high interest so every student becomes
engaged in the process and feels capable of solving the problem
presented. During these tasks all students are questioning,
persevering, problem solving, and reasoning mathematically. Some
tasks that CCS middle school students have solved include “Tomato
Tomato” which requires students to divide by decimals, “File
Cabinet” which asks students to determine how many sticky notes
are needed to cover the surface area of a file cabinet, and “How
Much Does a 100x100 In-and-Out Cheeseburger Cost?” which has
students looking for a constant rate of change. As seventh graders
have been heard saying, “Three-Act Tasks are a fun and mysterious
way to solve a math problem!”

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

- Ms. Marshall

Region One has its very first Special Olympics team! Students in grades three through 12 were invited to participate
in basketball, swimming, and track and field. Weekly swimming practices began in February at the Canaan YMCA.
The students have enjoyed getting to know each other while learning swimming and water safety skills. The
Connecticut state games will be held in June. Our athletes and their families are invited to attend the three-day
event including Opening Ceremonies, competition, and other fun events for all ages. Please join me in supporting
our student athletes!
Cornwall Consolidated School is a collaborative community that honors individuality, inspires creativity, and is dedicated to
developing perseverance, excellence, and a passion for lifelong learning.

www.cornwallconsolidated.com
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KENT CENTER SCHOOL IS DEDICATED TO PROMOTING STUDENT LEARNING
THROUGH INDEPENDENCE OF THOUGHT & SPIRIT.
AUDUBON VISITS FIRST GRADE

- MRS. DA SILVA AND MRS. ACKERMAN

Audubon Sharon’s Education Program Manager Wendy
Miller came to enlighten first graders at KCS on birds,
as she does annually. The program called, “Wings, Bills
and Other Bird Thrills” is a favorite. Wendy went over
the anatomy of a bird using models of real birds that
were now stuffed. She encouraged the children to think
about birds. Children were interested to hear that birds
do not have bladders and therefore aren’t intentionally
“going” on your head. They also got to examine the leg
bone of a bird that was cut into two pieces and realized
that it is hollow. As a real-life example Wendy had
children come up to the front of the room. She showed
them a down feather from a bird and had them close
their eyes. They then were supposed to tell her when
they felt the feather fall into their hand. Not one child
could feel it! These three features allow the bird to be
even lighter for flying.
After a deep discussion about birds, Wendy had different hands-on activities for the children to participate in.
One of them was a large round shallow plastic container that was supposed to be a pond. She had students
come up and using different “beaks” (tweezers, a straw, a slotted spoon) try to get out the small round floating
beads that were “food.” Students learned which beak was best for pond living-the slotted spoon was the winner.
Another activity the children had to determine which bill was best to drink nectar from a flower. The straw was
for sure the obvious choice. The last activity included a piece of bark from a tree with ants on it. The tweezers did
the job of catching enough ants to qualify as a meal, while the other “beaks” proved difficult to utilize. These real
life examples helped the children imagine what it must be like for birds to live in the wild and be searching for
food all the time. Lastly, the children had a real treat! Wendy had secretly brought Paloma, Audubon Sharon’s
famous Ring Necked Dove with her. Paloma has been at Audubon for many years and travels around with Wendy
a lot while she visits different schools in the region. Wendy told the children that they were allowed to pet Paloma
with two fingers on her back. Most children chose to pet Paloma who seemed to enjoy the attention. Many
children remarked how soft she was! She did once fly off of Wendy’s hand just to land on a student’s desk, which
the children thought was fantastic. She was easily reigned back in and after all the petting hopped right back into
her carrier to head back to Sharon with Wendy. What a treat for the students, and for Paloma!
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PREK BUILDS A ZOO

- MRS. IANNUCCI
The PreK students in Mrs. Iannucci's class built a class zoo. The children
grouped all the animals that were alike, then built structures to keep them
safe. The spider and tarantulas have their own cages though. Using
STEM, they built structures using wooden blocks and magnetic blocks.

KIDS HEART CHALLENGE

- MRS. SAUNDERS

On Friday, December 21, 2018, students in grades 2-6 participated in the Kids Heart Challenge. Through this
event, students learn about the importance of physical activity and keeping your heart healthy. During the event,
students participated in a wide variety of stations. Stations for grades 2 and 3 included, regular jump roping, long
rope, hula hoops, climb the mountain, twirl n’ jump, agility ladder and trying to feed a “human” healthy foods.
Students in grades 4-6 had additional stations which included double-dutch, “tinikling” and doing the limbo.
In 7th and 8th grade, students participate in a continuation of the Kids Heart Challenge. Two P.E. classes are
devoted to either Jump Rope for Heart, Hoops for Heart and/or both. Each homeroom personalizes their own
event and creates their own activities they would like to play. This year, activities included class wide games of
Knockout, a slam dunk station, hot shot competitions, obstacle courses, and who can jump rope and hula hoop the
longest.
The Kids Heart Challenge is also a fundraiser for the American Heart Association. This year, KCS students raised
$2,129.55! Thank you to all the teachers and parent volunteers who helped to make this event successful. A
special thank you to all the students who participated and helped raise money for a good cause.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY BEE

- MRS. MOTT
The National Geography Bee sponsored by National Geographic took place
at Kent Center School on January 17. Seventh grade student, Nicholas
Chavka, won the local bee against ten of his fellow classmates. Nicholas
will move on to the state competition at Central Connecticut State
University on March 29. Nick will compete against 100 other students
across Connecticut. Good Luck Nick.
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KELLOGG AND CORNWALL COLLABORATE ON ORATORY SKILLS

- Ms. Rogers

This fall Paula Rogers, Kellogg School and Jenny Law at Cornwall
Consolidated School worked together on a Collaborative Oratory
Project. We attended an Oratory Workshop at Ed Advance in
November with Barbara Connery. Jenny and I became inspired and
worked together to plan our lessons and learning targets. We began
with listening to two very different, yet powerful speeches; Martin
Luther King’s I Have a Dream and Severn Cullis-Suzuki’s Speech
to the United Nations. Both Kellogg and Cornwall created an
anchor chart identifying elements of a GOOD speech.
We then planned a skype with Cornwall and shared our charts. We were excited about how many ideas we how
many ideas we had in common.
Many class periods were spent discussing speeches, their purpose, and good topics to address. Their topics had to
address the question, Why is this person or topic important for the greater good (not for a personal gain, but a hope
or universal gain)? We generated several ideas for topics and people that we would be interested in learning about.
When we met as a class, we addressed each idea and discussed what voice would be used to deliver that idea or
person and what might their message be?
Students chose their topics and began collecting
information. After reviewing our note taking skills, we
began taking notes. Each student gathered their
information together and then completed a Prewrite
Planner. Kellogg hosted the fifth and sixth graders
“share out” of ideas and overviews giving accolades as
well as recommendations for further information. After a
fun day together, we returned to our respective schools.
We are deep into our writing process, then we’ll begin practicing. In March, both schools will host a “share out”
with parents and other students. We look forward to the opportunity of sharing our work and passion with others.

PLAYING WITH PERCENTS

- Ms. Bossers

Math class is not the typical place to work on your shooting skills, but the seventh
graders in my math class did just that. Armed with bean bags borrowed from Ms.
Flood, Kellogg’s PE teacher, and baskets from Mr. Fogel, Kellogg’s Spanish teacher,
the students took shots. First they took 5 shots, then 10 shots, and then 20 shots. They
recorded shots made and shots missed. For each set of data, the students calculated the
percent, decimal and fraction equivalents. Math, movement and merriment was had
by all.
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INFORMED ACTION - ACTIVE CITIZENSHIP

- Ms. Lake

A colorful sign in the Kellogg lobby makes our mission known to all visitors: WE ARE PEOPLE WHO ACT.
WE DO OUR PART TO MAKE THE WORLD A BETTER PLACE. The eighth graders have taken this
motto to heart. Continuing work to raise awareness of and address the causes of global warming begun as seventh
graders, the class petitioned their state representative to introduce legislation banning single use plastic bags.
Representative Horn has done just that in proposed bill 6002. In a visit to our classroom, she mentioned specific
points that each student had made in their letters that informed her decision. The students assured Representative
Horn that they would testify in Hartford when the bill has its public hearing.
Inspired by 15-year-old climate activist, Greta Thunberg, the students are not content to hope for change. They are
taking further actions. On March 2, they will join adult volunteers to make reusable shopping bags from feedbags
at the D. M. Hunt Library’s Sewing for Sustainability event. Later in the month, student teams will distribute the
reusable bags to customers without any at nearby grocery stores. Each of our bags will have a student generated
information sheet explaining the importance of switching to reusable bags.

IT’S OUT OF THIS WORLD!

- Ms. Spelbos

Sixth grade math students at
Kellogg applied what they
knew about expressions and
equations and used this to
compare orbital speeds of
planets and satellites. Students
had to research the orbital
speeds, and if necessary,
convert those speeds into miles per second or kilometers per second. They then
had to write an equation to represent the distance the object has traveled in s
seconds before graphing this equation. We discovered that the Skylab (which
was launched in 1973 as the first space station by the United States) traveled
faster than Uranus at speeds of 4.83 and 4.23 miles per second respectively!
Students were able to choose their own method of presenting the information they gathered about their individual
planets and satellites. This project happened to coincide with a science unit on planets and stars so the class had
some extra background knowledge to apply to their project!
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VOLUNTEERS ABOUND IN NORTH CANAAN

- Mrs. Peppe

North Canaan (NCES) is fortunate and honored to have eleven dedicated community
volunteers this year. The energetic group of mostly retirees comes to us through the
America Reads Literacy Volunteer Program directed by Karen Stevens. While the
program has been in place for several years at NCES, we have never had so many
participants. This strong response affords each primary grade teacher one or more
volunteers who come once a week to help promote literacy and/or math skills. These
selfless individuals read with and to students or provide math support. We are also
fortunate to have a bilingual volunteer whose focus is to develop the vocabulary and
language skills of our English language learners. This winter, several of our volunteers attended my literacy
workshop on the early reading strategies we teach children. The reinforcement of these strategies boosts reading
development. The academic benefits our volunteers provide is priceless, but their support reaches far beyond the
academic. Our students love the extra attention they receive from their elder friends. Many develop an emotional
attachment to the volunteers and look forward to their visits. For some, our volunteers become surrogate school
grandparents. The feeling must be mutual because several of our volunteers have been coming for years and intend
to continue as long as they can!
Above photo: Mrs. Axelrod reads with a student. Thank you to all of our volunteers.

WHY IS SLEEP IMPORTANT TO MY CHILD’S LEARNING?

- Ms. Lindstrom
There has been much research in recent years on the topic of sleep: why we need it and what happens when we are
sleeping. What researchers discovered is that our bodies don't shut down when we sleep but are hard at work doing
a myriad of things. Sleep is when children secrete the most Human Growth Hormone, and there is evidence that
sleep helps to reduce blood glucose and cortisol. There is also convincing evidence that children who don't get
sufficient sleep are prone to developing diabetes, heart disease, and becoming obese.

Not having enough sleep is dangerous. Not only are children clumsier when tired and more prone to accidents, their
problem-solving skills are impaired, and their ability to focus and pay attention is diminished. They are overall less
productive and their mood is affected, which can interfere with their social interactions. Not getting enough sleep
can affect your child's learning. Sleep helps to form new memories and link them to previously formed memories.
The National Institute of Health has discovered that sleep prior to learning prepares the brain for the formation of
memories, and sleep after learning helps cements new knowledge to information previously learned.
To help your child get a good night’s sleep, engage in a bedtime ritual and stick to it. Even one night of less sleep
can have effects that last several days. For younger children, the bedtime routine could be a warm bath, tucking
them into bed, and reading them a story to help them drift off. With an older child, engage in some conversation
about their day or what their plans are for the next day, before letting them have some alone time to read before
lights out. Elementary-aged children should get 10-11 hours of sleep and teens need at least 8-9 hours per night.
TVs and electronics should not be in the bedroom. The blue light that electronics emit tricks the brain into thinking
it is daytime and slows down the production of melatonin, which is a sleep-inducing hormone. In addition, stop all
screen time an hour or more before bedtime.
Good sleep hygiene can go a long way to helping your child be well rested and up to the task of learning.
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GIZMO’S PAWESOME GUIDE

- Ms. Wood

Gizmo, every child’s best friend, is a seven-year-old 3.5 pound Miki dog who carries a powerful message of
empowerment to children in the book Gizmo’s Pawesome. Gizmo shows children how to take care of their mental
health in a nonthreatening way that encourages the self-identification of warning signs when something isn’t quite
right with their mental health. Gizmo shows the children when to use healthy external and internal coping strategies
to help them reduce risk. Gizmo takes the children even further by discussing the characteristics of a trusted adult,
helping them identify who may be trusted and showing them how to practice talking to them. Each child is
encouraged to identify a trusted adult at school. At the end of the book each child develops a mental health plan that
can also be used daily or in times of need. This program, which was piloted in grade 5 last year, has been rolled out
to PK-5. The following are some quotes about the program from students: “I learned what I can do if I’m feeling
sad, mad, or worried. I was surprised a dog can be a therapist. If I am feeling bad I can do something to get my mind
off it or I can talk to a trusted adult.” Another said, “I was surprised to learn you can practice talking in front of a
mirror and you can get the confidence to talk with a trusted adult.” A third student said, “I learned that there are
many different ways to get rid of stress.” The students are enthusiastic about this Pawesome Program.

DANCING AND BINGO TO CELEBRATE POSITIVE BEHAVIORS

- Ms. Bouchard

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports, or PBIS, teaches students behavioral expectations in the same way
they would be taught any core curriculum subject. NCES has identified three core values for all students--safety,
respect, and responsibility. Students are taught behavior expectations in both academic and non-academic settings.
For example, teachers have created behavior matrixes for the classroom which include entering and exiting the
classroom, group work, and independent work. Behavior lessons are also taught for non-academic areas like recess,
the cafeteria, assemblies, the hallway, and the bus. Lessons have been crafted to instruct all students behavior
expectations and are taught at the beginning of the year and reinforced throughout the year, e.g., a bus is brought to
school and students practice lining up, entering, sitting, and exiting in a safe, respectful, responsible manner. These
experiences teach all students about school expectations. Combining a common language, vision, and experience
creates an effective organization with positive school climates.
The PBIS team plans activities to recognize positive student behavior. We have had two celebrations this year. The
students enjoyed a Fall Fun activity and a Bingo and Boogie activity. Caitlin Devino excitedly quipped, “I liked
getting the whole school together. It was fun!” Students are grouped across grade levels so they can interact with a
variety of their peers. Students enjoy creating themed crafts like pinecone animals, spider lollipops, leaf rubbings,
popsicle stick pumpkins and Frankensteins, apple stamps, and hand-wreaths and participating in fall-themed games
as they did at the Fall Fun activity. The winter celebration had students enjoying Bingo and square dancing to the
fiddle played and called by Rachel Gall. Half of the school gathered in the cafeteria for Bingo, while the other half
met in the gym for square dancing. Students then switched places. Older students helped younger students with
their bingo cards. “Playing Bingo was awesome. My friend even won. I like getting the recognition slips that count
towards our celebration,” Sarah Devino shared. Another student, Kayla Jacquier, volunteered, “The Bingo and
Boogie helped remind students that good behavior has its rewards.” The PBIS has created a positive school climate
where students feel comfortable to grow and learn.
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THE SCIENCE BEHIND SKATING

- Mrs. Carr and Miss Bucceri

The fourth graders at Salisbury Central School got a chance to put their scientific investigations to good use earlier
this month when we traveled to Dwyer Rink at The Hotchkiss School. Not only is this a great introduction to the
balance required for downhill skiing next year, but they were challenged to apply their knowledge of forces and
motion on the ice. We let students experiment with scientific principles that they had investigated this fall, which
include:
• There is little friction when gliding on ice - learned by many
• Wide bases make for stronger structures
• Lowering the center of gravity will create a stronger and more balanced frame
• Every action has an equal and opposite reaction - the skater pushes off the ice, and the ice pushes back
• By transferring energy and applying a strong enough force, the skater does work and moves across the ice
• An object will stay in motion until a force acts on it - the skater’s inertia makes it so that they require a strong
force in order to stop
• Once moving, the skater needs to create a situation where friction allows them to slow or stop
• Angular momentum can be demonstrated when a skater brings their arms toward their body while spinning
This experience allowed the students to
learn more about the science and art of
skating, but it also allowed them to learn
more about themselves. We all practiced
our “Habits of Work” through
perseverance, listening with understanding
and empathy, and self-discipline. It
certainly was a successful day on the ice!

SCS COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP MEETING-MARCH 28, 2019
Last year we started a SCS Community Partnership. The purpose of the partnership is to include all stakeholders
in discussion about topics that impact student learning as addressed in our school strategic plan. This partnership
meeting will include the following topics:
• Elementary Student Spotlight
• Wellness Committee and “Taste a Rainbow Challenge”
• SOAR Enrichment Programs
• Professional Development for SCS Staff
In order for us to plan for refreshments and babysitting (provided by the 8th grade), please RSVP by March 26st.
Call: 860-435-9871 ext. 100 OR email: pstevens@salisburycentral.org
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THE MURAL PROJECT

- Miss Christinat

Three years ago, I brought the then 6th grade class up to The Sterling
and Francine Clark Art Institute. We got a guided tour of a very special
Japanese woodblock exhibit entitled Japanese Impressions. It spanned 3
generations of artists who produced woodblock prints.
At the beginning of 7th grade, students worked in the art room creating a
drawing of their choice of a favorite woodblock from the 36 Views of
Mt Fuji, while in Social Studies, they completed a worksheet about 5
different aspects of Japanese life, work, culture, architecture, landscape,
animals and then their favorite. Describing why they chose each. Then
students created their own linoleum print compositions in art class.
In 8th grade, we went to The Metropolitan Museum of Art and got a
guided tour of a special exhibit called Asia’s Love of Landscape, where
we got to view actual Japanese woodblocks, as well as silk scrolls,
panels, pottery, etc.
We are now working on our final project for this unit. Students chose the
Japanese landscape image for a mural we are creating, with each student
creating a piece of the puzzle. They need to collaborate with each other
to achieve accuracy as far as color, shape and position on the overall
image/composition. This mural will be on permanent display at SCS.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY BEE

- Mr. Reilly

All middle school students at SCS participated in the preliminary round
of the Geo Bee. Each student answered seven questions that forced them
to spin their mental Google Earth. Who knew that it takes about 90 days
for a drop of water to travel the length of the Mississippi River? Ten
students earned a spot in the final round: Caleb Eddy, Aron Ladanyi,
Sam Bristow, Myles Crain, Dylan Lachaine, Gabriel Perkins, Lindsay
Faveau, Ellie Wolgemuth, Leighton Smith, and Kaitlin Gottsegen. The
championship round consisted of Caleb and Gabriel, who each had
perfect scores in the preliminary round. Gabriel was the victor and
earned a chance to take the qualifying test for the State Bee.
Congratulations to all the finalists!
History Day: In March, SCS will send 15 students to the CT History Day competition. These middle school
students volunteered to research and develop projects on topics of their choice. The Salisbury Association and
SOAR teamed up with the school to provide weekly afternoon study workshops for the students. Students are
building exhibits, websites, and documentaries on topics which include: women in WWII, The Holocaust, the
creation of the atom bomb, Anne Frank, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Susan B. Anthony, the Ames Iron Works in
Salisbury, and how music helped end segregation. Good luck, participants!
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CYBER BULLYING PRESENTATION

- Mrs. Foster

In February, Sharon Center School (SCS) welcomed Dr. Elizabeth Englander, who gave a
presentation to middle school students and parents on the topic of cyber bullying and social
media safety. Dr. Englander is the founder and executive director of the Massachusetts
Aggression Reduction Center at Bridgewater State University. She is a very engaging
speaker, and her student presentations are information and interactive.

SHAKESPEARIENCE IN SHARON

- Mr. Beckett

The Shakespearience Production Company from
Waterbury visited Sharon on January 25th to run a
workshop for EK/K through 8th graders. Students
were guided through hands-on activities, including
acting out scenes from Shakespeare’s works. Before a
brief performance involving students and professional
actors, students learned how a production is rehearsed
and directed and how to make the script come to life!

SPELL/VOCAB-A-THON

- Mrs. Bryant
SCS held its first annual Spell-a-Thon in February! The Spell/Vocab-A-Thon is an academic fundraiser conducted
to raise money for our school. Each student in grades EK-8 was asked to participate by signing up sponsors, such as
family or friends, on a pledge sheet - per word donations were encouraged. About ⅓ of the school participated and
we expect this will grow as it becomes a tradition. Once the pledge forms were turned in, students in the elementary
school were tested on up to 20 words and middle school students were tested on their ability to correctly define a
selection of cross-curricular vocabulary words.
Money raised by each class goes toward that classes 8th grade trip to Washington DC, pizza parties and field trips.
Students were proud of their accomplishments and their ability to raise money for their class account.

ART SHOW A CREATIVE SUCCESS

- Elise Culbreth, 8th Grader

Sharon Center’s Art Show was a success! The hallways were decorated with art from
grades EK-8. It was a beautiful display of colors, with everything from needle felting
to watercolor. Wherever you looked, you saw many different mediums, which
showed how art class provides an opportunity to learn and create so many things.
Mrs. Barnett did an amazing job of setting up the show, and we thank her for giving
students the opportunity to showcase their hard work to their families. She, in turn,
thanked the staff that assisted her. Great job everyone! The show will be up for the
foreseeable future. If you are in Sharon and would like to see it, stop by the school!

CHESS FOR ENRICHMENT

- Mr. Beckett
Since January, students have been participating in a chess club during the Enrichment period. Chess enthusiasts of
all abilities have had the chance to play tutorial chess matches online, as well as challenge each other to
matches with chess sets and pieces.
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LIFE CYCLES

- Mrs. Ives

Exciting news from the Phoenix Family Farm! On January 29th we welcomed our first
litter of English Lop rabbits. The second-grade students helped prepare for the arrival
by learning about what the mother rabbit needs to keep her babies safe and healthy. The
anticipated arrival opened the door to narrative writing pieces about their experiences.
With these “bundles of joy” also came the opportunity to incorporate many science
standards across the primary grades. Third grade studies similarities and differences in
traits shared between parents and their offspring. They will get the opportunity to look
at the pedigrees and basic genetic information to learn more about inheritance.
Second grade students will participate in a shared research and writing project about the English Lop and other
breeds of rabbits. First graders got to observe how young animals are like their parents but with some differences.
They are also able to observe that animals have specific behaviors that help parents and offspring survive. Hands
on science and lots of fuzzy cuteness keep us all smiling!

LEARNING TO MULTIPLY

- Mrs. Justine Smith

3rd grade students have been hard at work during math workshop. They have been utilizing various strategies for
fluently multiplying and dividing within 100. The goal is for students to know all products of two one-digit numbers
from memory by the end of 3rd grade. Additionally, students have been using multiplication and division to solve
one and two-step word problems in situations involving equal groups, arrays, and measurement quantities .

DRAMA CLUB ROCKS

- Sylvie Stiffler and Margot Minton, 8th Graders

This year’s, musical is Schoolhouse Rock Live! Jr. You may remember
Schoolhouse Rock from Sunday mornings in between your cartoons! Schoolhouse
Rock Live! Jr. is a fun musical that teaches the audience about many topics; such
as parts of speech, the Constitution, and Westward Expansion.
Directors Laurie Ellington and Susan Bayer, decided not to follow the original
character assignments, but instead assigned actors by song to show everyone’s
talents. Forty-two actors, plus stage crew, from grades 4-8 are participating this
year. The set is simple, but the show consists of many props created by students.
Many days of rehearsal lead up to the musical on April 5th and April 6th and the last performance will be followed
by the 8th grade spaghetti dinner! Tickets can be purchased in advance or on the show date.

CIVIC LIFE PROJECT

- Mr. Muthig

The eighth grade has been involved in an exciting educational opportunity
this year in social studies class - the Civic Life Project. Dominique Lasseur
and his wife, Catherine Tatge are the executive directors of the program.
According to their web site, www.civiclifeproject.org, the Civic Life Project
“brings civics to life by empowering students to produce and screen short
documentary films on community issues they care about.”
The students have been researching possible candidates to interview, creating questions, and conducting the actual
interviews. They have also been taught how to edit the transcripts and films for the documentary. The students
have interviewed political leaders, Sharon Board of Education members, parents, and other students. The students
chose to make documentaries on Second Amendment with a focus on school safety, the First Amendment, the dress
code at SCS, and the kneeling controversy during the National Anthem. Each documentary will be about fifteen
minutes long and will be shown at the Millerton Playhouse in May or June. We hope to see you there.
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UPDATES FROM THE PRINCIPAL

- Mr. Strever
There is a lot going on these days, and with so many activities, we thought it would be helpful to provide a
thumbnail sketch of some of the major terms and events:
Gearing up for the SAT: A big part of being successful on the SAT is knowing the test and practicing the skill of
test-taking prior to the statewide administration of it that takes place during junior year. This year, we will begin
administering the PSAT 8/9 to our ninth and tenth graders in order to familiarize them with the test and expose them
to its high level of rigor and challenge. The testing for these students, as well as our eleventh graders, will take place
on Wednesday, March 27. Please help your student prepare for the test by encouraging them to get a good night's
sleep in the days leading up to the test and giving them a healthy breakfast that day (we will be serving breakfast as
usual in the cafeteria, too). The feedback from this test will help us prepare students for the full SAT, and we are
confident the additional experience will improve their scores. Students will also be able to sign up for College
Board accounts and link their Khan Academy accounts to the PSAT. Khan provides targeted practice exercises for
each student, based on their strengths and needs on the PSATs, and it is free to all users!
Accreditation: In January, HVRHS received the official certificate of continuing accreditation through the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). A follow-up committee has already produced the first of
several reports that will be filed over the next ten years to update the commission on our efforts to improve student
outcomes and our overall educational experience.
The HVRHS Leadership Team: This group of faculty and administrators has been focusing on the school’s
Improvement Plan, available online here. The team is transitioning from immediate practical issues to long-term
planning by several Task Force groups that identify areas in need of improvement and develop new policies and
programs to meet the needs of our students.
Graduation Requirements: The state legislature recently passed revised graduation requirements for the Class of
2023 and beyond. A few highlights: 25 total credits required for graduation, including 9 STEM courses, 9
humanities courses, more health courses, and a "mastery-based portfolio assessment" such as a Capstone Project
(see below).
Capstone Projects. A Capstone Project is a year- or semester-long project in which a student explores an area of
interest and produces a product or presentation that reflects what they have learned. Currently, HVRHS has several
courses that pursue this vision, and we will look to extend those opportunities to all students.
Portrait of A Graduate Committee: A team of students, parents, teachers, administrators, and community
members are discussing the key qualities necessary for future graduates. This will determine the courses and
curriculum that will prepare our students for whatever comes next in their lives.

MARK YOUR CALENDARS, IT’S THEATER TIME!
Housatonic Musical Theater Society is putting on Rip! The Musical,
written and directed by Michael Berkley. Rip! tells the tale of Rip Van
Winkle who wakes after a 20-year nap to discover how much smalltown life in pre-American Revolution has changed. As a four-year
theater member, I couldn't ask for a more fun senior year show, and I
hope everyone will come. Rip! runs March 14-16 at 7:30 pm and 2 pm
March 16th. See you there! (Photo from last year’s production of The King and I.)
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- Marijke Stiffler, Class of ‘19

ART INTERNS ARE BACKSTAGE CREW MEMBERS

- Ella Matsudaira, Class of ’19

As art interns for the Two Wall Gallery in the
school library, Tianna Togninalli, Valerie
Lenis, Melissa Mauri and I work as a team to
display the wonderful artwork of Housatonic
students. We work to make sure that the art
experience at HVRHS has value and pride.
Not only do we feature student pieces, but
prestigious painters’ pieces, photographs, and graphic art of successful local, artists who exhibit their work at the
Gallery. We carry the paintings from one end of the school to the other and use a hammer and tape measurer to
hang the shows. We also have the privilege to meet with the showing artists to discuss the background of their
work, what they want their display to convey to the viewers, and when the opening will take place. Most recently,
we curated the show displaying Carl Chaiet’s intricate illustrations. Soon, we will begin the process again with
another esteemed artist: Gail Rothschilds. We recognize that our jobs are opportunities to be enlightened by the art
world and are grateful to use HVRHS wall space to motivate young artists to see where the art world can lead them.

HOLIDAY 2018 HITS A HOME RUN!

Learning to pilot a drone

A Testament to Community Support

- Justine Allyn, Class of ‘20
In December, the entire Housatonic Valley FFA Chapter was hard at
work on our Annual Holiday Production. This holiday season, we sold
approximately, 680 trees, 594 wreaths, 527 poinsettias, 440 Cabot
products, and 992 other decorations including garlands. Our profits
from our $74, 000 in sales send FFA members to meetings around the
country such as the National Convention in Indianapolis, and the
Leadership Conference in Washington DC. They also fund
scholarships for active agriculturists and support our work with local
food kitchens.
- Mrs. Hegy Martin

The stories of the Mahoney-Hewat Science and Technology Center (STC) and its studio are a tribute to Region One
at large. The idea of a science-technology center started in the ‘90’s, when a
group of HVRHS teachers, the 21st Century Fund for HVRHS and artgarage
founders led a community charge to save the Clark B. Wood Agricultural and
Vocational Center. Their dream was to convert it into a space for hands-onlearning.
In 2014, after the artgarage and robotics team had settled in, a student
steering committee conceived a gaming room, recording studio, and a large
flexible space that could be easily adapted for multiple uses. Like the building
they are housed in, these updates were funded by individual donors, local nonprofits and businesses with a volunteer labor force. For all who made this possible, please know the building is now
used throughout the year and has become a vital part of life at HVRHS.
Photo: Students enjoying the new guitar and key board purchased with a grant from
The Marion Wm. & Alice Edwards Fund, a fund of the Northwest CT Community Foundation
Renovated
Science
Rooms
79 years of encouraging
students
to grow
to their potential, respect different learning styles,
solve problems, think analytically and communicate effectively.
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INVITE THE WORLD INTO YOUR SCHOOL AND HOME!

AFS-USA has been a trusted leader in intercultural high school student exchange for more than 70 years, and
Housatonic Valley Regional High School has been a partner for 69 years!
Who are AFS Exchange Students?
AFS welcomes more than 2,300 international high school students to the US from 90 countries annually.
Who can be a host family?
Single parents, families with young children, same-gender couples, families with no children at home, and of
course, families with high school aged children can all host with AFS.
Won’t you consider hosting an AFS student and changing your world forever? Please see our Facebook page at Housatonic
Chapter AFS or contact a local volunteer for more information: Vance Cannon (vcannon@hvrhs.org); Alan Lovejoy
(alovejoy@hvrhs.org); Beckie Seney (blseney@gmail.com); or Andrea Downs (adownsafs@comcast.net).

In order for us to prepare each child for what comes next, we must align vision,
expectation, and practice among all stakeholders.” Region 1 Board of Education
The Region One School District shall promote shall promote nondiscrimination and an environment free of
harassment based on an individual's race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity/expression, national
origin, ancestry, disability, (including, but not limited to, intellectual disability, past or present history of mental disorder,
physical disability or learning disability), genetic information, marital status or age or because of the race, color, religion,
sex, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, national origin, disability, genetic information, marital status
or age of any other persons with whom the individual associates or status as a Veteran.
Questions, contact Carl Gross, Director of Pupil services, cgross@region1schools.org or 860-824-5639.
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